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• How does the Global Positioning System [GPS] work?9

• How accurately can I locate myself on Earth with the GPS?10

• Why does the GPS not work when I “turn off general relativity”?11

• What are practical uses of the GPS?12
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C H A P T E R

4 Global Positioning System13

Edmund Bertschinger & Edwin F. Taylor *

There is no better illustration of the unpredictable payback of14

fundamental science than the story of Albert Einstein and the15

Global Positioning System [GPS] . . . the next time your16

plane approaches an airport in bad weather, and you just17

happen to be wondering “what good is basic science,” think18

about Einstein and the GPS tracker in the cockpit, guiding19

you to a safe landing.20

—Clifford Will21

4.1 OPERATION OF THE GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM22

Relativistic effects of altitude and speed on clock rates23

Do you think that general relativity concerns only events far from commonGeneral relativity:
Crucial to the
operation of
the GPS

24

experience? Think again. Your hand-held Global Positioning System (GPS)25

receiver “listens” to overhead satellites and tells you where you are—anywhere26

on Earth! In this chapter you show that the operation of the GPS system27

depends fundamentally on general relativity.28

The Global Positioning System includes a network of 24 operating29

satellites in circular orbits around Earth with orbital period of 12 hours,30

distributed in six orbital planes equally spaced in angle (Figure 1). Each31

satellite carries an operating atomic clock (along with several backup clocks)32

and emits a timed signal that also codes the satellite’s location. By analyzingGPS satellite
system

33

signals from at least four of these satellites (Box 1), your hand-held receiver on34

Earth displays your own location (latitude, longitude, and altitude). Consumer35

receivers provide a horizontal position accurate to approximately 5 meters.36

Among its almost endless applications, the GPS guides your driving, flying,37

hiking, exploring, rescuing, mapmaking, and locating your dog.38

The timing accuracy required for the performance of the GPS is so greatGeneral relativity:
position and
motion effects

39

that general relativistic effects are central to its operation: First relativistic40

*Draft of Second Edition of Exploring Black Holes: Introduction to General Relativity
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FIGURE 1 Schematic plot of GPS satellites in 12-hour orbits around Earth. Not to scale.

effect: different observed clock rates at different altitudes. Second relativistic41

effect, different observed rates of clocks in relative motion. (In this first42

analysis of the GPS, we assume all signal propagation occurs in a vacuum.)43

4.2 STATIONARY CLOCKS44

Warping of t-coordinate at different altitudes.45

The Global Positioning System depends on the reception by a receiver on46

Earth’s surface of microwave signals from multiple overhead satellites. BeginSimplest case:
clock on tower and
no Earth rotation.

47

with the simplest possible case: Earth does not rotate and the higher clock is48

not in a satellite but rather sits on top of a tower at Higher r-coordinate, rH.49

The tower clock communicates with us on Earth, at Lower r-coordinate, rL.50

Calculate the radially-downward dr/dt of microwaves that move from the top51

to the bottom of the tower. Light and microwaves move at this same rate. For52

these conditions, dφ = 0 and for light, dτ = 0. Then the Schwarzschild metric,53

equation (3.5), yields the following radial motion in global coordinates:54

dr

dt
= −

(
1− 2M

r

)
(light moving radially inward) (1)

Is equation (1) a surprise? For the first time in our study of relativity,Map speed of
light 6= 1.

55

calculated light speed differs from one meter of distance per meter of time. Ah,56

but the expression dr/dt in global coordinates is a unicorn, not measured by57

anyone. We need to go back and determine the observable wristwatch time58

lapse between two flashes emitted from the clock at the top of the tower. As59

usual, the metric converts from global coordinate separations (on its right60

side) to measured wristwatch time lapse (on its left side).61
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Box 1. Practical Operation of the Global Positioning System
The goal of the Global Positioning System (GPS) is to
determine your position on Earth in three dimensions:
east-west, north-south, and vertical—longitude, latitude, and
altitude. Signals from three overhead satellites provide this
information. Each satellite emits a signal that encodes its
local time of emission and the satellite’s position in global
coordinates at that emission event, this position continually
revised using data uploaded from control stations on the
ground. The local clock in your hand-held GPS receiver
records the local time of reception of each signal, then
subtracts the emission t (encoded with the incoming signal)
to determine the lapse in t-coordinate and hence how far the
signal has traveled at the speed of light in global coordinates.
This is the map distance the satellite was from your position
when it emitted the signal. In effect, the receiver constructs

three spheres from these distances, one sphere centered
on the emission point of each satellite. Simple triangulation
locates the point where the three spheres intersect. That point
is your location in global coordinates.

Of course there is a wrinkle: The local clock in your hand-
held receiver is not nearly so accurate as the atomic clocks
carried in a satellite. For this reason, the signal from a fourth
overhead satellite is used to correct the local clock in your
receiver. This fourth signal enables your hand receiver to
process GPS signals as though it contained an atomic clock.

Signals exchanged between atomic clocks at different
altitudes and moving at different speeds are subject to
general relativistic effects. Neglect these effects and the GPS
is useless (Box 3).

The clock at the top of the tower emits two flashes radially downward62

(emission events A and B) differentially close together in global t-coordinate:Tower clock emits
two downward flashes.

63

dtAB. For this top tower clock, dr = 0 and dφ = 0, the metric tells us the64

corresponding wristwatch time lapse dτH recorded on the tower clock:65

dτH =

(
1− 2M

rH

)1/2

dtAB (dφ = 0, dr = 0) (2)

Figure 2 traces on an [r, t] slice the radially-downward global worldlines of66

the two flashes emitted by the tower clock at events A and B. The Earth clock67

receives these flashes at events C and D with t-coordinate separation dtCD.68

Equation (1) tells us that these worldlines have identical slopes (the radialMap t-lapse
between flashes
is constant during
descent.

69

global coordinate speed of light has the same value) at every intermediate70

r-coordinate. As a result, the two worldlines are parallel at every r-coordinate71

on the [r, t] slice, so the global t-coordinate separation between them maintains72

its initial value dtAB. The two flashes arrive at the ground with the initial73

difference in global t-coordinate.74

dtCD = dtAB (3)

The clock on Earth’s surface is also at fixed rL. Therefore its wristwatch75

time lapse on the ground between the reception of events is similarly given by76

(2):77

dτL =

(
1− 2M

rL

)1/2

dtCD =

(
1− 2M

rL

)1/2

dtAB (4)

The final step in equation (4) comes from (3). Equations (2) and (4) give us78

the relation between wristwatch time lapses of stationary clocks at higher and79

lower global r-coordinates:80
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Identical slopes of worldlines 
(identical radial map speed 
of light) at every r-coordinate.

FIGURE 2 Schematic plot in Schwarzschild global coordinates (t, r) of worldlines of
two sequential flashes moving downward from the top to the bottom of a tower. According
to equation (1) the r-coordinate (map) speed depends only on the r-coordinate. As a result,
the map t-coordinate difference between receptions of the flashes is identical to the map t-
coordinate difference between emissions. However, the wristwatch time between the reception
events C and D, measured by the bottom observer, is different from the wristwatch time between
emission events A and B, measured by the top observer, equation (5). The figure greatly
exaggerates the variation of radial map light speed with r-coordinate.

dτH
dτL

=

1− 2M

rH

1− 2M

rL


1/2

(stationary clocks) (5)

The lapse dt in Schwarzschild global map t-coordinate between flashes is theWristwatch time
between flashes
is different at
different r.

81

same at the locations of upper and lower clocks, but the wristwatch time is82

different as recorded on these different clocks. Indeed, rH > rL, so equation (5)83

tells us that dτH > dτL; the lapse of wristwatch time on the higher clock is84

greater than the lapse of wristwatch time on the lower clock.85

The wristwatch time lapse dτH on the higher clock can be extended to theGravitational red
and blue shifts

86

measured period TH of a sinusoidal signal emitted from the top of the tower.87

The measured period TL of the signal as it reaches Earth’s surface is therefore88

observed to be smaller. Frequency is inversely proportional to period, so the89

observed frequency of the signal increases as it descends. This is called the90

gravitational blue shift, and gives the lower observer the impression that91

clocks above him “run fast” compared with his. In contrast, for a signal rising92
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from Earth’s surface to be observed at the top of the tower, the period93

increases and the measured frequency decreases, an effect labeled94

gravitational red shift, which gives the higher observer the impression that95

clocks below him “run slow.” (Impression or reality? See Box 2)96

4.3 APPROXIMATIONS97

How small is small?98

The general relativistic effects we study are small. How small? Small compared99

to what? When can we use approximations to general relativistic expressions?GR effects: small
but crucial to GPS.

100

And when we do, which approximations are good enough? These questions are101

so central to the analysis of the GPS that it is useful to begin with a rough102

estimate of the expected effects, not worrying initially about the crudeness of103

this approximation.104

Assume that our tower—standing on a non-rotating Earth—extends to105

the height of the GPS satellite and that the satellite rests without moving on106

the top of the tower (v = 0). First write (5) in the form107

dτH
dτL

=

(
1− 2M

rH

)1/2(
1− 2M

rL

)−1/2

(stationary clocks) (6)

In Query 7 you show Newton’s result that, for a 12-hour circular orbit, the108

orbital radius (from Earth’s center) is about 26.6× 106 meters. Inside the109

front cover are values for the radius and mass of Earth. We now make use of110

an approximation also written inside the front cover:111

(1 + ε)n ≈ 1 + nε+O(ε2) provided |ε| � 1 and |nε| � 1 (7)

Our approximations are “to first order,” that is, we neglect the correction112

term O(ε2), which means “terms of second (and higher) order in ε.”113

114

QUERY 1. Clock rate difference due to difference in altitude.115

Apply approximation (7) to the two parenthetical expressions on the right side of equation (6).116

Multiply out the result to show that, to first order:117

dτH
dτL
≈ 1− M

rH
+
M

rL
(to first order for v = 0 and nonrotating Earth) (8)

Verify that values of both M/rEarth and M/rsatellite satisfy the criteria for approximation (7) that leads118

to the result (8). 119

120

121

QUERY 2. Numerical approximation, stationary clocks.122
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In the following equation, b stands for the sum of two terms added to the number one on the right side123

of equation (8). Substitute numbers into equation (8) and find the numerical value of b:124

dτH
dτL
≈ 1 + b (v = 0 and nonrotating Earth) (9)

125

The numerical value of b in equation (9) gives us an estimate of the126

fractional difference in rates of signals between stationary clocks at the positionSmall fractional
differences in clock
rates affect
GPS operation.

127

of the satellite and at Earth’s surface. Is this fractional difference negligible or128

important to the operation of the GPS? Suppose the timing of a satellite clock129

is off by one nanosecond (10−9 second). In one nanosecond a light signal (or130

microwave pulse) propagates approximately 30 centimeters, approximately one131

English foot. So a difference of, say, hundreds of nanoseconds will render GPS132

results inaccurate if we need a location precision of ten meters or so.133

134

QUERY 3. Synchronization discrepancy after one day.135

As long as Earth and satellite clocks do not move and the Earth does not rotate, the wristwatch time136

increments in equation (9) can be as long as we want, leading to the equation137

τH ≈ (1 + b) τL (v = 0 and nonrotating Earth) (10)

There are approximately 86 400 seconds in one day. (The fractional difference in rates is so small that138

it does not matter which local clock records this time.) To an accuracy of one significant digit, the139

satellite clock and Earth clock go out of synchronism by about 50 000 nanoseconds per day due to their140

difference in altitude alone. Find the correct value to three-digit accuracy.141

142

The Earth observer thinks that the satellite clock above him “runs fast”143

by something like 50 000 nanoseconds per day compared with his local clock,144

due to position effects alone. Clearly we must use general relativity to analyze145

the operation of the Global Positioning System, even though the fractional146

difference between clock rates at the two locations (at least the part due to147

difference in r-coordinate) is small.148

In addition to the effect of altitude, we must include the effect due toSpeed effects
opposite to
altitude effects.

149

relative motion between satellite and Earth observer. Which way will this150

second effect influence the discrepancy in clock rates due to altitude151

introduced by general relativity: to increase it or decrease it? The satellite152

clock now moves with respect to a string of Earth clocks. Special relativity153

tells us (in an imprecise summary): “Speeding clocks run slow.” Therefore we154

expect the effect of motion to reduce the amount by which the satellite clock155

runs fast compared to the Earth clock. In brief, when speed effects are taken156

into account, we expect the satellite clock to run faster than the Earth clock157

by less than the estimated 50 000 nanoseconds per day. In Query 8, you check158

your final result against this prediction.159
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4.4 MOVING CLOCKS160

Relative speed changes relative clock rates161

Now we take account of the effects of relative motion on the relative rates of162

Earth and satellite clocks. Think of the Earth clock as fixed at the equator, soEarth clock and
satellite clock both
move in circles.

163

it moves in a circle as the Earth rotates. The satellite clock also circles the164

Earth, but in its own independent circular orbit. In each case dτ is the165

wristwatch time between ticks, the time recorded by a given clock. Set dr = 0166

in the Schwarzschild metric and divide through by dt2 to obtain, for either167

clock in its orbit,168 (
dτ

dt

)2

=

(
1− 2M

r

)
− r2

(
dφ

dt

)2

=

(
1− 2M

r

)
− v2 (dr = 0) (11)

Here dτ is the wristwatch time between ticks of either clock and v = rdφ/dt is169

the instantaneous tangential speed of that clock in global coordinates.170

171

QUERY 4. Clock rate correction formula.172

First apply equation (11) to the satellite clock, then apply (11) to the Earth clock. Divide the two sides173

of the satellite equation by the corresponding sides of the Earth equation. Take the square root of both174

sides of the result. For both numerator and denominator in the resulting equation, use the175

approximation (7). In the numerator, set176

εH = −2M

rH
− v2H (subscript H means satellite) (12)

Now do the same for the denominator. In the denominator the formula for εL is the same as that for177

εH, but with L for “lower” as subscripts. Carry out an analysis similar to that in Query 1 to retain only178

the dominant terms. Show that the result is179

dτH
dτL
≈ 1− M

rH
− v2H

2
+
M

rL
+
v2L
2

(satellite directly overhead) (13)

180

181

Now we need numerical values for the quantities on the right side of (13).Newton orbits
good enough
for GPS analysis.

182

Chapter 8 derives the map speed of a satellite in circular orbit according to183

general relativity. After completing that chapter you can verify that the184

following Newtonian derivation of orbit radius and satellite speed in that orbit185

are sufficiently accurate for our analysis of the Global Positioning System.186

187

QUERY 5. Speed of a clock on the equator188

Earth’s center is in free fall as Earth orbits the Sun. The Earth also rotates on its axis, completing one189

full rotation with respect to the distant stars in what is called a sidereal day, which is 86 164.1190

seconds long. (Even when we require 6-digit accuracy, which of our local clocks measures this time does191

not matter.) With respect to Earth’s center, what is the speed v of a clock at rest on Earth’s surface at192

the equator? Use Newtonian “universal time” t. Express your answer as a fraction of the speed of light.193
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Box 2. OPINION: Slogans and Observations
“Moving clocks run slow.” Special relativity gives us this useful
slogan, a slogan that follows us into general relativity, which
adds a second useful slogan, “Clocks higher in a gravitational
field run faster.” What do these slogans mean?

First of all, we need to specify “faster or slower” with respect
to what? More precisely, special relativity says, “An observer
measures a clock moving past him to run slower than a set of
synchronized clocks in his frame.”’ General relativity adds, “An
observer at lower altitude in a gravitational field may interpret
signals he receives from a clock above him to mean that the
higher clock runs faster than his own clock.” The GPS verifies
these slogans and demonstrates their usefulness.

But there is a deeper issue: When you ride in a spaceship
speeding past your friend, your wristwatch does not run

slow for you; it ticks at its accustomed pace compared, for
example, with your pulse—or your aging! Similarly, when you
mount a ladder to climb vertically away from your friend in
a gravitational field, you notice no change in your wristwatch
rate; your wristwatch does not speed up for you as you gain
altitude.

So does a clock really slow down as it moves faster? Does
a clock really speed up as it rises in a gravitational field?
Welcome to relativity: Observations depend on the observer!

Physics does not tell us about reality—whatever that means.
Physics formulates theories to describe our observations and
to predict new ones.

194

What is the value of the speed v of the satellite? Newton tells us that in a195

circular orbit the center-directed acceleration has the magnitude v2/r, where v196

is measured in conventional units, such as meters per second. Newton also tells197

us that the satellite mass m multiplied by this acceleration must equal198

Newton’s gravitational force exerted by Earth:199

F = ma =
mv2

r
= m

GM

r2
(Newton, conventional units) (14)

Equation (14) provides one relation between the speed of the satellite andNewtonian
orbit analysis

200

the radius of its circular orbit. (This is Newtonian mechanics, where “radius”201

can, in principle, be directly measured.) A second relation connects satellite202

speed and orbit radius to the period of revolution. This period T is 12 hours203

for GPS satellites:204

v =
2πr

T
(Newton, conventional units) (15)

205

QUERY 6. Units in meters206

Convert equations (14) and (15) to units of meters, Earth mass M and satellite orbital period T to207

meters, and satellite speed v to the unitless fraction of light speed. Then eliminate r between these two208

equations to find an expression for v in terms of M and T and numerical constants.209

210
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4.5 THE FINAL RECKONING211

Effects of altitude AND relative speed on clock rates212

Comment 1. Relative Motion Leads to Doppler Shift213

Is the GPS satellite approaching the ground receiver or receding from it? If the214

satellite approaches, the receiver detects a Doppler increase in frequency of the215

clock-tick signals from the satellite. In contrast, when the satellite recedes from216

the Earth receiver it detects a Doppler decrease in frequency of the clock-tick217

signals. In this chapter we carry out calculations for satellite emissions when it is218

positioned directly above the Earth receiver. In this case the change in the219

detected clock-tick signal frequency as it passes overhead is due to the relative220

tangential motion between the satellite and ground clocks. For other relative221

motions of satellite and receiver, the computer in the receiver calculates the222

anticipated Doppler shift and adjusts the local receiver time lapses between223

incoming tick signals accordingly.224

225

QUERY 7. Satellite orbital radius and speed, according to Newton.226

Find the numerical value of the speed v (as a fraction of the speed of light) for a satellite in a 12-hour227

circular orbit. Find the numerical value of the radius r for this orbit—according to Newton and Euclid.228

229

Now we have numerical values for all the terms in equation (13) and can230

estimate the difference in rate between satellite and Earth clocks.231

232

QUERY 8. Clock rate correction, numerical233

Substitute values for the various quantities in (13). Show that the satellite clock appears to run faster234

than the Earth clock by approximately 38 700 nanoseconds per day.235

236

Section 4.3 described the difference in clock rates due only to difference in237

altitude. We predicted at the end of Section 4.3 that the full general relativistic238

treatment would lead to a smaller difference in clock rates than reckoned for239

the altitude effect alone. Your result in Query 8 verifies this prediction.240

Before launch, GPS satellite clocks are set to run at a rate of 38 700Before-launch
settings of satellite
and Earth clocks

241

nanoseconds per day slower than identical Earth clocks next to them, clocks242

that will remain on Earth’s surface. Result: When the satellite clock passes243

overhead, the increased frequency (gravitational blue shift) of its signal244

received on Earth synchronizes with the Earth clock (Box 3).245

An historical aside: Carroll O. Alley, a consultant to the original GPS246

project, had a hard time convincing the designers not to apply twice the247

correction given in (13): first to account for the different rate of time advance248

on wristwatches located at different altitudes and second to allow for the249

gravitational blue shift in frequency for the signal sent downward from satelliteGravitational shifts:
no single identifiable
cause

250

to Earth. There is only one correction; moreover there is no way to identify251

uniquely the “cause” of this correction. Listen to what Clifford Will says about252
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Box 3. General Relativity On/Off Switch
Launching the Global Positioning System was an immense
military and civilian effort. Most participants were not skilled
in general relativity and, indeed, wondered if the academic
advisors were right about this strange theory. As one later
publication put it:

There was considerable uncertainty among
Air Force and contractor personnel designing
and building the system whether these effects
were being correctly handled, and even, on
the part of some, whether the effects were
real.

The GPS prototype satellite called Navigation Technological
Satellite 2 (NTS-2) was launched into a near-12-hour circular
orbit on June 23, 1977, with its single atomic clock initially set
(on Earth) to run at the same rate as Earth clocks. However, it
had a general relativity on/off switch, leading to two possible

modes of operation. In the first mode, with the switch set to
”off”, the satellite clock was simply left to run at the rate at
which it had been set on Earth. It ran in this condition for 20
days. The satellite clock drifted, relative to Earth clocks, at the
rate predicted by general relativity, “well within the accuracy
capabilities of the orbiting clock.”

The NTS-2 satellite validated the general relativity results, so
the general relativity on/off switch was flipped to “on.” This
changed the satellite clock rate to a pre-arranged 38 700
nanoseconds per day slower than that of the Earth clock, also
set before launch when the two clocks were side by side on
Earth. Then the gravitational blue shift of the signal from an
orbiting overhead satellite raised the frequency of the signal
received on Earth to that of the Earth clocks. Since then,
every GPS satellite goes into orbit with general relativity built
into its design and construction. No more general relativity
on/off switch!

the difference in rates between one clock emitting a signal from the top of a253

tower and a second identical clock receiving the signal on the ground:254

A question that is often asked is, Do the intrinsic rates of the emitter255

and receiver or of the clock change, or is it the light signal that changes256

frequency during its flight? The answer is that it doesn’t matter. Both257

descriptions are physically equivalent. Put differently, there is no258

operational way to distinguish between the two descriptions. Suppose that259

we tried to check whether the emitter and the receiver agreed in their260

rates by bringing the emitter down from the tower and setting it beside261

the receiver. We would find that indeed they agree. Similarly, if we were262

to transport the receiver to the top of the tower and set it beside the263

emitter, we would find that they also agree. But to get a gravitational red264

shift, we must separate the clocks in height; therefore, we must connect265

them by a signal that traverses the distance between them. But this makes266

it impossible to determine unambiguously whether the shift is due to the267

clocks or to the signal. The observable phenomenon is unambiguous: the268

received signal is blue shifted. To ask for more is to ask questions without269

observational meaning. This is a key aspect of relativity, indeed of much270

of modern physics: we focus only on observable, operationally defined271

quantities, and avoid unanswerable questions.272

—Clifford Will273
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TWO COMMENTS274

Comment 2. Newtonian orbit radius OK.275

We assume in this chapter that the radius rH of the circular orbit of the satellite276

and the speed v of the satellite in that orbit are both computed accurately enough277

using Newtonian mechanics. Exercise 2 in Section 8.7 validates this assumption.278

Comment 3. Little latitude effect.279

Our analysis considers an Earth clock fixed to the ground at the equator. One280

might expect that the speed-dependent correction would take on different values281

for an Earth clock fixed to the ground at different latitudes north or south of the282

equator, going to zero at the poles where there is no relative motion of the Earth283

clock due to rotation of Earth. In practice there is negligible latitude effect284

because Earth is not perfectly spherical; it bulges a bit at the equator due to its285

rotation, like a squashed balloon. The smaller r at the poles increases the M/rL286

term in (13) by roughly the same amount that the speed term decreases. The287

outcome is that our calculation for the equator applies quite well to all latitudes.288

289

QUERY 9. Orbit radius for zero time correction.290

At a cocktail party one hears, “A speeding clock runs slow.” and “A higher clock runs faster.” This291

implies that there should be a radius at which the two effects cancel, so that two flashes received from a292

clock passing overhead would have the same time lapse between them as measured by an Earth293

observer directly below.294

A. Guess: Do you expect the radius at which the two effects cancel to be smaller or larger than the295

actual orbital radius of GPS satellite orbits?296

B. Use Newton to calculate the radius of the “cancellation orbit”?297

C. A permanent circular orbit around Earth must be above the atmosphere. Is this true of the298

“cancellation orbit” you calculated in Item B?299

300

4.6 APPLICATIONS OF THE GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM301

GPS applications everywhere!302

Applications of the Global Positioning System have exploded. To ask how the303

GPS is used today is like asking about applications of the automobile or the304

telephone. Geologists measure the millimeters-per-year motion of theUses of GPS?
Look around!

305

continents (motion with respect to what?); biologists track wildlife (Box 4).306

How is the GPS used? Look around and read the news!307

308

QUERY 10. Aging on the International Space Station.309

The International Space Station (ISS) circles the Earth at an altitude of approximately 350 kilometers,310

or at a radius of 6.73× 106 meters from Earth’s center, at an orbital speed of 7 707 meters per second.311

An astronaut lives on the ISS for one year. When she returns to Earth’s surface, how much younger (or312

older?) is she than her twin sister who stayed on Earth?313
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Box 4. Tracking the Pack
Wolf 832F ventured out of her territory in Yellowstone’s Lamar
Valley. As soon as she left the park, she lost its protections,
and the wolf, a 6-year-old alpha female, was shot and killed by
a hunter. She had been wearing an expensive GPS tracking
collar, which allowed scientists to follow her every move
and gain crucial insight into the lives of gray wolves. Is this
particular predator a pack leader or a lone wolf? A dedicated
hunter or a mooch? How much time does it spend with its
pups? Who are its associates, rivals and mates?

By using satellite and cellular tags to track free-ranging
animals, biologists are providing us with intimate access to
the daily lives of other species, drawing us closer to the
world’s wild things and making us more invested in their
welfare.

Today’s tags are capable of collecting months’ or years’ worth
of data on an animal’s location at a given moment, and can
be used to track everything from tiny tropical orchid bees to
blubbery, deep-diving elephant seals.

The Tagging of Pacific Predators project created a Web site
broadcasting the movements of their subjects in real time (or
close to it). While the project lasted, anyone with an Internet
connection could follow the wanderings of Monty, the mako
shark, Genevieve, the leatherback turtle, or Jon Sealwart and
Stelephant Colbert, both northern elephant seals.

Bird lovers can follow the migrations of bald eagles through
EagleTrak, run by the Center for Conservation Biology.
The group provides detailed updates on the journeys of
two eagles, Camellia and Azalea. Each bird has around a
hundred “adoptive parents,” proving how attached we can get
to a wild creature when we have a name and a life story to
assign to it.

We’ve only just scratched the surface of what’s possible.

—Emily Anthes
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